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The Book Reports ection is a regular feature of Computers H Mathema~cs ~th Applications. 
It is an unconventional section. The Editors decided to break with the longstanding custom of 
publishing either lengthy and discursive reviews of a few books, or just a brief listing of titles. 
Instead, we decided, to publish every important material detail concerning those books submitted 
to us by publisher~% which we judge to be of potential interest o our readers. Hence, breaking 
with custom, we also publish a complete table of contents for each such book, but no review 
of it as such. We welcome our readers' comments concerning this enterprise. Publishers hould 
submit books intended for review to the Editor-in-Chief, 
Professor Ervin Y. Rodin 
Campus Box 1040 
Washington University in St. Louis 
One Brookings Drive 
St Louis, MO 63130, U.S.A. 
Typ~ by .4~S-TsX 
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p~'r~ Resoqree Kit. Uniz Editior~ O'Reilly, Sebastopol, CA. (1997). $149.95 (including one issue of The Perl 
Journal, Peri Software on CD-KOM), and the following 4 books. 
Prearammina with Perl Modules. By Nathan Patwardhan with Clay Irving. O'Reilly, Sebastopol, CA. (1997). 
277 pages. 
Contents: 
Preface. 1. Introduction to Perl Modules and CSPAN. 2. Parsing command-line arguments. 3. Manipulating 
files and text. 4. The mall and MIME modules. 5. Date and time. 6. Building graphical interfaces using 
Perl/Tk. 7. Graphics and plotting. 8. The database modules. 9. The net modules. 10. News::NNTPClient 
and News::Newsrc. 11; Web applications with LWP. 12. Web server efficiency. 13. Contributing to CSPAN. 
14. Examples. Index. 
Perl Utiliti~ Guide. By Brian Jepson. O'Reilly, Sebastopol, CA. (1997). 218 pages. 
Contents: 
Preface. 1. Welcome to the Peri Resource Kit. 2. Installing the Resource Kit software. 3. Perlez-vous Java? 
Using JPL. 4. Going all AWT: Using the Java abstract window toolkit with Perl. 5. JPL and applets: Using JPL 
with RMI. 6. Advanced JPL: SQL databases and dynamic images. Appendices. A. JPL reference. B. Selected 
articles from The Perl Journal. Index. 
Pcr~ Module Reference. Volume 1. By Ellen Siever and David Futato. O'Reilly, Sebastopol, CA. (1997). 545 pa- 
ges. 
Contents: 
Preface. 1. Introduction. 2. Perl Core Modules. 3. Development support. 4. Operating system interfaces. 
5. Networking, devices, and interprocess communication. 6. Data types and data type utilities. 7. Database 
interfaces. 
Pcrt Module Reference. Volume ~. By Ellen Siever and David Fntato. O'Reilly, Sebastopol, CA. (1997). 1204 pa- 
ges. 
Contents: 
Preface. 8. User interfaces. 9. Interfaces to other languages. 10. File names, file systems, and file locking. 
11. String and language text processing, parsing, and searching. 12. Option, argument, parameter, and configura- 
tion file processing. 13. Internationalization a d locale. 14. Authentication, security, and encryption. 15. World 
Wide Web, HTML, HTTP, CGI, and MIME. 16. Server and daemon utilities. 17. Archiving and compression. 
18. Image, pixmap, and bitmap manipulation. 19. Mail and Usenet News. 20. Control flow utilties. 21. File 
handle, directory handle, and I /O stream utilities. 22. Microsoft Windows modules. 23. Miscellaneous modules. 
Permuted index. 
TCP/IP Network Adm~nistratiorb (Second edition). By Craig Hunt. O'Reilly, Sebastopol, CA. (1998). 611 pages. 
$32.95. 
Contents: 
Preface. 1. Overview of TCP/IP. 2. Delivering the data. 3. Network services. 4. Getting started. 5. Basic 
configuration. 6. Configuring the interface. 7. Configuring routing. 8. Configuring DNS name service. 9. Config- 
uring network servers. 10. sendmall. 11. Troubleshooting TCP/IP. 12. Network security. 13. Internet information 
resources. Appendices. A. PPP tools. B. A gated reference. C. A named reference. D. A dhcpd reference. E. A 
sendmail reference. F. Selected TCP/ IP  handlers. Index. 
Le4rni~g Perl on Win3£ Svsteras. By Randal L. Schwartz, Erik Olson and Tom Christiansen. O'Reilly, Se- 
bastopol, CA. (199'/). 282 pages. $29.95. 
Contents: 
Foreword to the first edition of Learning Perl. Foreword to the present edition. Preface. 1. Introduction. 
2. Scalar data. 3. Arrays and list data. 4. Control structures. 5. Hashes. 6. Basic I/O. 7. Regular expressions. 
8. Functions. 9. Miscellaneous control structures. 10. Filehandles and file tests. 11. Formats. 12. Directory 
access. 13. File and directory manipulation. 14. Process management. 15. Other data transformation. 16. System 
information. 17. Database manipulation. 18. CGI programming. 19. OLE automation. Appendices. A. Exercise 
answers. B. Libraries and modules. C. Networking clients. D. Topics we didn't mention. Index. 
The Aloorithm Desian Manual By Steven S. Skiena- Springer-Verlag, Santa Clara, CA. (1997). 486 pages. 
$69.95, DM 148, GBP 57. (Includes CD). 
Contents: 
Preface. I. Techniques. I. Introduction to algorithms. 2. Data structures and sorting. 3. Breaking problems 
down. 4. Graph algorithms. 5. Combinatorial search and heuristic methods. 6. Intractable problems and ap- 
proximations. 7. How to design algorithms. II. Resources. 8. A catalog of algorithmic problems. 9. Algorithmic 
resources. Bibliography. Index. 
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Boundaru Element Meawd: l~ndamentals and Avvlications. By Federico Paris and Jose Cafias. Oxford Univer- 
sity Press, NY. (1997). 392 pages. $140.00 hardback, $65.00 paperback (includes disk). 
Contents: 
1. Preliminary concepts. 2. Integral formulation of the Laplace equation. 3. BEM applied to the Laplace 
equation. 4. A comput~sr program to solve the 2D Laplace equation based on BEM. 5. Integral formulation of 
the elastic problem. 6. BEM applied to elasticity theory. 7. A computer program to solve 2I) elasticity problems 
based on BEM. Appendix 1: Bringing the integral equation to the boundary without deforming it, Appendix 2: 
Numerical integration by the Gauss method. Appendix 3: Definition of a stress vector in terms of the principal 
directions obtained frora the displacement field. Appendix 4. Analytical expressions of integration constants for 
parabolic elements in elasticity when the collocation point belongs to the element. Diskette information. Index. 
Maaie Tricks. Card Shufttina. and Dmtamic Comvuter Memories. By S. Brent Morris. The Mathematical Asso- 
ciation of America, U.S.A. (1998). 148 pages. $28.98. 
Contents: 
Author's Preface. Acknowledgments. Introduction. i. The perfect shuffle. 2. The order of shuffles. 3. Shuffle 
groups. 4. Generalizing: the perfect shuffle. 5. Dynamic Computer Memories. Appendix 1. The order of shuffles. 
Appendix 2. How to do the faro shuffle. Appendix 3. Tours on decks of size 8, 16, 32, and 64. Appendix 4. A 
lagniappe. Bibliography. 
Methods. Models. and Coneevtual Issues: An Invitation to Coonitiv¢ Science. Volume ~. Edited by Don Scarbor-R 
ough and Saul Sternberg. MIT Press, Cambridge, MA. (1998). 950 pages. $35.00. 
Contents: 
Preface. About the Editors, List of Contributors. 1. Symbolic processes in the brain: The case of insect navi- 
gation (Charles R. Gailistel). 2. The mental representation f time: Uncovering a biological clock (Seth Roberts). 
3. The evolution of cognition: Questions we will never answer (Richard C. Lewontin). 4. Consciousness and the 
mind: Contributions lrom philosophy, neuroscience, and psychology (Owen Flanagan and Donald T. Dryden). 
5. Cognitive aigorithrtm: Questions of representation and computation in building a theory (Mark Steedman). 
6. A gentle introductic,n to soar: An architecture for human cognition (JiU Fain Lehman, John E. Laird and Paul 
Rs~enbloom). 7. Learning arithmetic with a neural network: Seven times seven is about fifty (James A. An- 
derson). 8. Models for reading letters and words (Dominic W. Maesaro). 9. Inferring mental operations from 
reaction-time data: How we compare objects (Saul Sternberg). 10. Models of visual search: Finding a face in the 
crowd (Barbara Anne Dosher). 11. Skill acquisition and plans for actions: Learning to write with your other hand 
(Patricia G. LindemarLn and Charles E. Wright). 12. Drawing conclusions from data: Statistical methods for cop- 
ing with uncertainty (Thomas D. Wickens). 13. Separating discrimination and decision in detection, recognition, 
and matters of life and death (John A. Swets). 14. Discovering mental processing stages: The method of additive 
factors (Saul Sternberg). 15. Brainwaves and mental processes: Electrical evidence of attention, perception, and 
intention (Alien Osmtm). Index. 
Life's Other Secret: The New Mathematics of the Livinq World. By Ian Stewart. John Wiley and Sons, NY. 
(1998). 285 pages. $24.95. 
Contents: 
Preface. 1. What ~s life? 2. Before life began. 3. The frozen accident. 4. The oxygen menace. 5. Artificial life. 
6. Flowers for Fibonacci. 7. Morphogens and Mona Llsas. 8. The peacock's tale. 9. Walk on the wild side. 10. An 
exaltation of Boids. 11. Reef wars. 12. In search of secrets. Notes. Further reading. Credits. Index. 
Introduction to Ordinaru Differential Eauations with Mathematics®: An In t~ted  Multimedia ApproacK 
By Alfred Gray, Michael Mezzino, and Mark A. Pinsky. Springer-Verlag, Santa Clara, CA. (1997). 890 pages. 
$69.95. (Includes CD ROM). 
Contents: 
Preface. Acknowledgments. 1. Basic concepts. 2. Using Mathematics. 3. First-order differential equations. 
4. The package OD]~.m. 5. Existence and uniqueness of solutions of first-order differential equations. 6. Ap- 
plications of first-order equations I. 7 Applications of first-order equations II. 8. Second-order linear differential 
equations. 9. Second-order linear differential equations with constant coefficients. 10. Using ODE to solve second- 
order linear differential equations. 11. Applications of linear second-order quations. 12. Higher-order linear dif- 
ferential equations, t3. Numerical solutions of differential equations. 14. The Laplace transform. 15. Systems of 
linear differential equations. 16. Phase portraits of linear systems. 17. Stability of nonlinear systems. 18. Ap- 
plications of linear systems. 19. Applications of nonlinear systems. 20. Power series solutions of second-order 
equations. 21. Frobenius olutions of second-order quations. A, Appendix: Review of linear algebra and matrix 
theory. B. Appendbc: Systems of units. Answers. Bibliography. General index. Name index. Miniprogram and 
Mathematics index. 
Software Visualizatwn: Proarammino as a Multimedia Experience. Edited by John Stasko, John Domingue, Marc 
H. Brown, and Baline A. Price. MIT Press, Cambridge, MA. (1998) 562 pages. $55.00. 
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Contents: 
Foreword (Jim Foley). Preface. 
I. An Overview of software visualization. 1. An introduction to software visualization (Blaine Price, Ronaid 
Baecker, and Ian Small). 2. The early history of software visualization (Ronaid Baeoker and Blaine Price). 3. A 
taxonomy of algorithm animation displays (Marc H. Brown). 
II. Techniques: What to draw? How to draw it? 4. Printing and publishing C programs (Ronald Baecksr and 
Aaron Marcus). 5. Visualizing raph models of software (Stepen North). 6. A menagerie ofprogram visualization 
techniques (Clinton L. Jeffrey). 7. Fundamental techniques for algorithm animation displays (Marc H. Bown 
and John Hershberger). 8. Smooth continuous animation for portraying algorithms and processes (John Stasko). 
9. Algorithm animation using interactive 3D graphics (Marc H. Brown and Marc A. Najork). 10. Program 
anraiization (Marc H. Brown and John Hershberger). 11. User interface issues for algorithm animation (Peter A. 
Gloor). 
III. Joining pictures to code: How to specify a visualization. 12. Interesting Events (Marc H. Brown and Robert 
Sedgewick). 13. Declarative visualization (Gruia-Catalin Roman). 14. Building software visualizations through 
direct manipulation a d demonstration (John Stasko). 
IV. Visualization for specialized omains. 15. The truth about Prolog execution (Marc Eieenstadt and Mike 
Brayshaw). 16. Visualizing knowledge based systems (John Domingue). 17. Visualizing concurrent programs 
(Eileen Kraemer). 
V. Visualization for software ngineering. 18. Visualization for software ngineering--Programming environ- 
ments (Steven P. Reiss). 19. ZStep 95: A reversible, animated source code stepper (Henry Lieberman and Christo- 
pher Fry). 20. Visualization of dynamics in real world software systems (Doug Kimelman, Bryan Roeenburg, and 
Tova Ruth). 21. Maintenance of large systems (Stephen G. Eick). 22. Visualizing object-oriented software xecu- 
tion (Wim De Panw, Doug Kimelman, and John Vlissides). 23. Visualization for parallel performance evaluation 
and optimization (Michael T. Heath, Allen D. Malony, and Diane T. Rover). 
VI. Visualization for education. 24. Sorting out sorting: A case study of software visualization for teaching 
computer science (Ronald Baecker). 25. Software visualization i teaching at Brown University (John Bszik, 
Roberto Tamassia, Steven P. Reiss, and Andries van Dam). 26. Using software to teach computer programming: 
Past, present, and future (Paul Mulholland and Marc Eisenstadt). Animated algorithms (Peter A. Gloor). 
VII. Evaluation. 28. Empirically assessing algorithm animations as learning aids (John Stasko and Andrea 
Lawrence). 29. A principled approach to the evaluation of SV: A case study in Prolog (Paul Mulholiand). 
30. Cognitive questions in software visualization (Marian Petre, Alan Blackweli, and Thomas Green). Bibli- 
ography. Contributors. Index. 
Programmina with Constraints: An Introduction. By Kim Marriott and Peter J. Stuckey. MIT Pre~, Cambridge, 
MA. (1998). 467 pages. $45.00. 
Contents: 
Preface. Introduction. I. Constraints. 1.Constraints. 2.Simplification, optimization, and implication. 3. Finite 
constraint domains. II. Constraint logic programming. 4. Constraint logic programs. 5. Simple modelling. 6. Using 
data structures. 7. Controlling search. 8. Modelling with finite domain constraints. 9. Advanced programming 
techniques. 10. CLP systems. III. Other constraint programming languages. 11. Constraint databases. 12. Other 
constraint programming languages. References. Index. 
Green's l~unctions and Boundaru Value Problems. 2 nd Edition, By Ivar Stakgold. John Wiley and Sons, New 
York, NY. (1998). 689 pages. $70.00. 
Contents: 
Preface to the second edition. Preface to the first edition. 0. Preliminaries. 1. Green's functions (intuitive 
ideas). 2. The theory of distributions. 3. One-dimensional boundary value problems. 4. Hilbert and Banach 
spaces. 5. Operator theory. 6. Integral equations. 7. Spectral theory of second-order differential operators. 
8. Partial differential equations. 9. Nonlinear problems. Index. 
Numerical Methods for DBP Systems in C. By Don Morgan. John Wiley and Sons, New York, NY. (1997). 332 
pages. $34.95. 
Contents: 
Preface. Introduction. 1.From the beginning. 2. Linear algebra. 3. An analog viewpoint. 4. Filters and filter 
banks. 5. Multiresolution a alysis and wavelets. Appendix A. Appendix B. Appendix C. References. Index. 
Develo~in¢ Java Software. By Russel Winder and Graham Roberts. John Wiley and Sons, New York~ NY. (1998). 
818 pages. $65.95. 
Contents. Preface. 
Part 1. Programming with objects and classes. 1. Introduction. 2 Programming fundamentals. 3. Introducing 
objects and classes. 4. Class relationships. 5. Java, classes and objects. 6. Introducing threads and exceptions. 
7. A complete program. 8. The programming process. 9. A program design example. 
Part 2. The Java programming language in detail. 10. A Java language reference. 11. Variables, types and 
expressions. 12. Flow control. 13. Classes and packages. 14. Inheritance and interfaces. 15. Exception handling. 
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16. Threads and concurl~ncy. 
Part 3. Building class libraries. 17. Building libraries. 18. List and sequence. 19. Queue. 20. Dequeue. 21. Stack. 
22. Tree. 23. Heap. 24. Priority queue. 25. Mapping sad hash table. 26. Searching. 27. Sorting-Comparative 
methods. 28. Sorting-Distributive m thods. 29. Sorting-External methods. 
Part 4. Case studiee in developing programs. 30. Introducing the case studies. 31. A mail merge system. 
32. Pedestrian crossing :~imulation. 33. Simulating ants. 
Part 5. Endmatter. Appendix A: Appendices. Appendix B: The CRC method. Appendix C: Bibliography. 
Index. 
Direct and Laroe-Edd~ Simulation lI: Proceedinos of the ERCOFTAC Workshov Held in Grenoble. France. 16- I~ 
September 1996. Edited by Jean-Pierre Choliet, Peter 1t. Voke, and Leonhard Kleiser. Kluwer Academic Publish- 
ers, Dordrecht, The Nel;herlsads. (1997). 422 pages. $194, NLG 330.00, GBP 110.00. 
Contents: 
Preface. Jets. Direct numerical simulations ofthe free, unsteady, round, unforced jet at low Reynolds numbers 
(I. Dsaalla, J. Duiek, sad F. Anselmet). Large eddy simulation of a planar co-flowing jet (G. Hoffmann and 
C. Benocci). Amplified frequencies in the proximal region of a circular jet (M. Olsson sad L. Fuchs). Large-eddy 
simulations ofthree-dimensional spatially-developing round jets (G. Urbin sad O. M~tals). 
Subgrid models ad homogeneous turbulence. Noncommuting filters and dynamic modelling for LES of turbu- 
lent compressible flow in 3D shear layers (B. Geurts, B. Vremsa, H. Kuerten, and P~ Van Buuren). Development 
of a filtering operation for dynamic SGS model using the finite element method (M. Oshima, T. Kobayashi, 
N. Taniguchi, and M. Tsubokura). Investigation f the self-cousistency of the Smagorinsky constant and the value 
of the Rotta parameter at high Reynolds numbers (L. Alvelins, M. I-Iallb~ck and A.V. Joh~n~Ron). Some inves- 
tigations on the sensitivity of large eddy simulation (P. Sagaut sad T.H. L~). A comparison of low-order DNS, 
high-order DNS sad LES (It.W.C.P. Verstappen and A.E.P. Veldman). Subgrid-ecale model of scalar mixing for 
large eddy simulations of turbulent flows iF. Mathey and J.P. Chollet). 
Separated flows and transition. Turbulent simulation of a flat plate boundary layer sad near wake (S. Gao, 
P.K. Voke, sad T. Gough). Simulation of laminar separation bubble instabilities (M.M. Alam sad N.D. Ssadham). 
Large-eddy simulation of separated boundary layer transition (Z. Yang). 
Thermal and compreseible flows. LES of turbulent thermal convection (A. Abbb, C. Cercignani, L. Valdet- 
taro sad P. Zsaini). ]Large ddy simulations of stratified atmospheric flows within a deep valley (C. Guilbaud, 
J.P. Chollet sad S. Anquetin). Pressure sad dilatation effects in high-speed turbulence (K.H. Luo). 
Wall flows sad chaxmel flows. Breakdown of a crassflow vortex in a three-dimensional boundary layer (T. Win- 
tergerste, L. Kleiser). Intense viscous dissipation events and vorticity field in near-wall turbulence (S. Gavrilakls 
and M.O. Deville). On the mechanism of attenuation of turbulence by spanwise wall oscillation (Y. Miyake, 
K. Tsujimoto and M. Takahashi). Simulation and modelling of the skew response of turbulent channel flow 
to spanwlse flow deformation (R.J.A. Howard sad N.D. Ssadham). Influence of a spanwlse rotation upon the 
coherent-structure dynamics in a turbulent channel flow (E. Lamballais, O. M~tais and M. Lesieur). Direct 
numerical simulation of turbulent channel f ow with particles (B.A. Van Haarlem and F.T.M. Nieuwstadt). 
Complex flows. Direct numerical simulation ofturbulent obstacle flow (II. Kessler and K.S. Ysag). Non-unique 
solutions in turbulent curved pipe flow (B.J. Boersma sad F.T.M. Nieuwstadt). Large eddy simulation of two 
dimensional nd rect~ngular impinging jets (T. C~.iesla sad N.K. Mitra). LES Prediction of gas diffusion near 
building using dynamic mixed SGS model based on a composite grid system (A. Mochida, Y. Tominnga sad 
S. Murakami). 
Reacting flows, combustion. On the extension of the dynamic modelling procedure to turbulent reacting flows 
(M. Germsao, A. Ms~[io, S. Sello sad G. Mariotti). Subgrid-scale segregation of chemically reactive species in a 
neutral boundary layer (J.P. Meeder sad F.T.M. Nieuwstadt). Dynamic subgrid PDF modeling for nonpremixed 
turbulent combustion (J. P~ivillon sad L. Verviech). Direct numerical simulation analysis of the G-equation i  
premixed combustion (J. Piana, D. Veynsate, S. Candel and T. Poinsot). Autoignition of nonpremixed turbu- 
lent mixtures: PartieJly premixed combustion (P. Dominge sad L. Vervisch). Two-dimensional direct numerical 
simulations ofturbullmt diffusion flames using detailed chemistry (D. Th~venin, E. Van Kalmthout sad S. Csndel). 
Flow past a squ~e cylinder: Text case LES 2. Flow past a square cylinder: test case LES2 (P.R. Voke). 
Computed test case: Square cylinder (M. Pourquie, M. Breuer sad W. Rodi). Fourth-order DNS of flow past a 
square cylinder: FirE;t results (tLW.C.P. Verstappen sad A.E.P. Veldmsa). LES Analysis of turbulent flow past 
a square cylinder using various SGS models (S. Murakami, S. Iizuka, A. Mochida sad Y. Tominaga). LES of flow 
over a square cylind~.x (G. Wang and S.P. Vanka). LES of flow around a square cylinder (T. Kogaki, T. Kobayashi 
and N. Taniguchi). LES of flow past a square cylinder using embedded meshes (K. Nozawa sad T. Tamura). 
Numerical analysis of LES of flow past a long square cylinder (N. Kawashima nd H. Kawamura). 
l~do~ard Lucas and Primalit~ TestinQ. By Hugh C. Williams. John Wiley and Sons, New York, NY. (1998). 525 
pv~es. $64.95. 
Contents: 
Table of symbols. Preface. 1. Preliminaries. 2 The beginnings. 3 Lucas' early work. 4. The Lucas functions. 
5. Lucas' tests. 6. Later developments. 7 Early devices. 8. Kraitchik sad Lehmer. 9. Finite fields. 10. Luces' 
functions generalized. 11. Special tests for primality. 12. The influence of the computer. 13. Results from the 
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computer. 14. Primality proofs. 15. Probabilistic primality tests. 16. Recent sieve devices. 17. Primality proving 
today. Bibliography. Index. 
IUTAM Sumnosium on Interaction Between Dunamics and Control in Advanced Mechanical Sustems: Proceed- 
inqs of the IUTAM Svmvosium held in Eindhoven. The Netherlands. ~1-~6 Am'il. 1996. Edited by D.H. Van 
Campen. Kluwer Academic Publishers, Dordrecht, The Netherlands. (1997). 443 pages. $198.00, Dfl. 325.00, 
GBP 125.00. 
Contents: 
Preface. Contributed Papers. Nonlinear position-dependent circuits: A language for describing motions of non- 
linear mechanical systems (S. Arimoto). Dynamics of singularly perturbed nonlinear systems with two degrees- 
of-freedom (A.K. Bajaj, I.T. Georgiou and M. Corless). Control of chaos: Impact oscillators and targeting 
(E. Barreto, F. Casa, C. Grebogi and E.J. Kostelich). Hill's problem as a dynamic billiard (V.V. Beletsky and 
O.P. Salimova). Dynamics and optimal control problems for biotechnical systems "Man-Prothesis" (V. Berbyuk). 
Control of the parametrically excited pendulum (S.R. Bishop and D.L. Xu). On simulation of active control of 
structures under travelling inertial oads (R. Bogacz and T. Szolc). Accurate modelling of a controlled pneumatic 
actuator with experimental validation (R. Caracciolo, E. Ceresole, A. Gasparetto and M. Giovagnoni). Design of 
control under mixed constraints (F.L. Chernousko). New drive for motion control: Survey of the techniques of 
vector-controlled in uction motors without speed sensors (T.H. Chin). Controlling Hopf bifurcation in mechanical 
systems (K. Czolczynski, T. Kapitaniak and J. Brindley). Active alignment control of a payload using non-linear, 
long stroke actuators (A.P. Darby, and S. Peliegrino). A benchmark example to qualify a control strategy for 
motion control (A. De Carli and L. Onofri). Controlling chaos in a temporally irregular environment and its ap- 
plication to engineering systems (M. Ding). Motion planning strategies to improve the dynamic behaviour of con- 
trolled mechanical systems (R. Faglia). Multivariable identification ofactive magnetic bearing systems (C. G~laler, 
M. Mohler and R. Herzog). Vibration control of a nonlinear beam system (M.F. HHaertjes, M.J.G. van de Molen- 
graft, J.J. Kok, R.H.B. Fey and E.L.B. van de Vorst). Homoclinic bifurcation and localised torsional buckling 
of elastic rods (G.H.M. van der Heijden, A.R. Champneys and J.M.T. Thompson). Controlling chaotic motion 
of a mechanical system with a set-up elastic stop (H.Y. Hu). Output annihilation and optimal H2-control of 
plate vibrations by multiple piezoelectric a tuation (H. Irschik, K. Schlacher and W. Haas). Object-oriented mod- 
elling and simulation of mechatronic systems (R. Kasper). Robust decentralized control of multibody systems 
(P.K. Kiriazov). Dynamic modelling of impedance controlled rives for positioning robots (K. Gr. Kostadinov and 
G.V. Boiadjiev). Parameter identification i nonlinear models using periodic equilibrium states (A. de Kraker, 
G. Verbeek and N. van de Wouw). Optimization of an actively steered people mover (R. Kranse, D. Bestle and 
J. Schwalm). Controlling torsional vibrations through proper orthogonal decomposition (E. Kreuzer and O. Knst). 
Dynamics and control of discrete lectromechanical systems (P. Maifler, G. Kielan, O. Enge and H. Freudenberg). 
A two-level control-design methodology and a software tooolset for mechatronics (H. Mann and Z. Uf-ednf~ek ).
Entrainment control of chaos near unstable periodic orbits (R. Msttin). Near-time-optimal feedback control of 
mechanical systems with fast and slow motions (S.A. Mikhailov and P.C. Miiller). Optimal control of mechanical 
descriptor systems (P.C. Miiller). Adaptive/robnst control of chaotic systems (H. Nijmeijer). Experimental imple- 
mentation of saturation control (S.S. Oueini and A.H. Nayfeh). Dynamics of the opposed pile driver (F. Peterka 
and O. Szi~ll~). The anlysis and stability of piecewise linear dynamical systems (N.B.O.L. Pettit, P.E. Welfstead 
and R. Wilson-Jones). Grasping optimization and control (F. Pfeitfer). Experimental investigation of random 
vibration control through dry friction (A. Pirrotta and R.A. Ibrahim). Some developments in computational tech- 
niques in modeling advanced mechanical systems (D. Pogorelov). Optimisation of non-linear inter-vehicle active 
suspension control aws applied to railway trains (I. Pratt and R.M. Goodall). Actuator and sensor location for 
structural identification and control (M. Rade~). Experimental nd theoretical investigation fnonlinear dynamics 
in an elastic system with initial curvature (G. Rega, F. Benedettini and R. Alaggio). Control concepts for lateral 
motion of road vehicles in convoy (W.O. Schiehlen and U.N. Petersen). Control of nonlinear beam vibrations by 
multiple piezoelectric layers (K. Schlacher, H. Irschik and A. Kugi). Decoupling in automotive active suspension 
system design (R.S. Sharp). Dynamics of a single-axle stered bogie (E. Slivsgaard and H. True). Control design for 
a pick-and-place mechanism (M. Steinbuch and M.J. Vervoordeldonk). Dynamics of digitally controlled machines 
(G. St~p~, E. Enikoiv and G. Hailer). Load adaption of linear Maglev guide for machine tools (K.-D. Tieete 
and K. Popp). Active decooupling of dynamic structure-foundation interactions (H. Ulbrich, J. Bormann, K.- 
H. Stenvers and U. Mutzberg). Universal bifurcations in inmpact oscillators (J. de Weger, D. Binks, J. Molenanr 
and W. van de Water). Model-based low-order control design for mechanical servo-systems: Closed-loop balanced 
reduction and the use of weighting functions (P.M.R. Wortelboer). Author index. Addresses of participants. List 
of sponsors. 
